SIZE MATTERS HANDWRITING PROGRAM - An Evidence-based approach!!
How to use SMHP as a Push-In Collaborative Model, Pullout Therapeutic Intervention, Curriculum, Center, Home Program and RtI
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The RESEARCH & EVIDENCE!
The impact of the Size Matters Handwriting Program on Writing Legibility, K, 1st and 2nd Grade Students
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How to Use the Size Matters Handwriting Program in PUSH-IN, PULLOUT, CURRICULUM, HANDWRITING CLUB, CENTER, HOME PROGRAM & RtI

STRATEGIES
• Teach the Rules
• Print poorly sized letters
• Encourage children to critique, and score themselves and classmates
• Embed handwriting across the curriculum by graphing vocabulary and spelling words
• Issue adapted writing paper at various grade levels
• Award Star-Worthy letters

Focus on Size. Form will Follow.